A multi-purpose flexible clip for gripping a medium to which it is affixed consisting of a thin, one-piece high density material shaped in a rectangle having a front facing side and being folded over to form a backside thereby creating a resistant clip, said backside having two holes formed therein for access to said medium for gripping said medium for removal from said medium.
The present invention relates to a flexible clipping device that is used to protect a user's clothing top from a user's clothing bottom in particular, and as a functional fashion accessory in general.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Tight or well fitted clothing tops that run below the waist or which that are untucked, are commonly worn by everyday men, women and children and are especially popular in today's fashion trends. Due to this style, the appearance of small holes, or wear, in the midsection of one's tops such as their shirt, sweater, blouse, etc. are a common occurrence. This is caused by the user's button and/or the fabric that protrudes next to the button on their clothing bottoms such as jeans, pants, skirts, etc. Even the use of a belt will not prevent these bothersome holes, but instead can add to the problem. Many times these nuisance holes will appear after a single wear, which ruins the overall appearance of one's top. Because of this phenomenon there exists a need to protect the user's top from the users' bottom. In addition, there are many web page blogs and even a dedicated Facebook page that discusses these annoying holes.

There exist numerous types of edge clips, most of which are made of a metal wire of round cross-section and with some
degree of resiliency is bent into various shapes. One such device is shown in U.S. Patent No. 7,806,069 to Bryant et al. which discloses a system for securing a flexible cover to a boat. An edge clip is adjustably disposed on the flexible member.

U.S. Patent No. 6,857,167 to Bishop discloses a necktie restraining device having two flexibly connected covers. The first cover is placed on the shirt button located above the necktie label on a necktie panel. The second cover and flexible connector are dropped through the opening between the necktie label and the front. The second button cover is then placed on the shirt button located below the necktie label.

U.S. Patent No. 6,286,736 to Angus et al. discloses a container detachably securable to an article of clothing or other item. The container includes a first panel and a second panel. The first and second panels are attached at their peripheral edges to form a pouch with an opening thereto.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the instant invention is to provide a one piece detachable pants clip to pin over the top of two pieces of fabric that are already buttoned or fastened. The flexible clipping device will entirely cover the area where any type of button or fastener is already used to adjoin the two pieces of fabric.

The flexible clip generally has a rectangular shape with round edges and is comprised of a thin, flat, resilient material
to effectively slide over the overlapped, fastened fabrics while maintaining a tight grip to secure itself into its stationary position. The main function of the present invention is that it will protect one's shirt from holes, which will allow the clothing to remain in good condition, which in return will reduce replacement costs.

Another benefit, when the invention is being used as previously described, will provide a flat, sleek appearance to deter attention to one's midsection unlike that of a bulky like belt or when not using said invention.

To provide a fashionable aspect to the invention, the clip could take on other shapes such as a heart, circle, oval, square, etc. In addition, these constructed various shapes may also come in various colors and display various artwork, logos, brand names, engravings, icons and sports teams. The subject invention can take on various aesthetic displays, which may or may not defeat its main function, but is entirely decided upon the user and their intent of wearing such invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a front perspective view or plain view of the invention without aesthetic display.

Fig. 2 is a front perspective view of the invention showing a partial view of its side.

Fig. 3 is a rear perspective view of the invention.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Fig 1 shows the first embodiment of the button and fastener cover 10 which consists of a thin, one-piece, high density material shaped in a rectangle with rounded edges 11 so that it cannot cut the fabric 12. The material can range in size, as long as it holds its main purpose but in the instant invention it is roughly 3 inches long by 2 inches wide. The front facing side 13 of the rectangle is blank and in solid color. The top 14 of the front facing side 13 is rolled or folded over itself to form the backside 15 thus creating a resistant clip used to hold both fabrics together.

Similar to that of a money clip, there will be two holes 16 rather than one on the rear side, so that the thumbs of the user may slide the cover 10 off the pinched fabrics.

Although I have described a specific embodiment of my invention, it is apparent that modifications thereof may be made by those skilled in the art. Such modifications may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of my invention as set forth in the appended claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A multi-purpose flexible clip having increased gripping engagement with a medium to which it is affixed, said clip comprising:

   a thin, one-piece, high density material shaped in a rectangle having a front facing side and being folded over thereby forming a backside and thereby creating a resistant clip, said front and backside having round edges, said backside having two holes formed therein thereby for access to said medium for gripping said medium for removal from said medium.

2. A multi-purpose flexible clip of Claim 1 wherein said clip is roughly three inches long and two inches wide.
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